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Debris-rich basal ices outcrop at glacier termini and 

ice sheet margins, have been shown to harbor microbes 
[1, 2].  The entrained debris provide energy sources and 
nutrients to support microbial metabolism [1, 2], which 
is localized to unfrozen water films on particle surfaces 
that persist at sub-zero temperatures [2, 3]. Debris con-
taining ices also exist elsewhere in the solar system, for 
example in the polar regions on Mars, though these ices 
are likely formed via different processes to terrestrial 
basal ice [4]. 

Terrestrial basal ices contain metabolically diverse 
microbes that can be cultured oligotrophically at low 
temperatures (0 - 4°C),  including aerobic chemohetero-
trophs, anaerobic nitrate reducers, sulfate reducers, and 
methanogens [1]. Microorganisms that survive in the 
basal ice layers in terrestrial polar ice masses need to be 
adapted to surviving subzero temperatures on extended 
timescales, as would microbes in ices elsewhere in the 
solar system. Isolates from terrestrial basal ice have 
been shown to be well adapted to sub-zero temperatures 
in laboratory studies, demonstrating respiration in ice 
[5, 6], alteration of ice structure via ice-binding proteins 
[7, 8] and respiration in sub-zero brines [9]. 

The presentation will describe the physical, chemi-
cal and biological properties of debris-rich ice sampled 
from the margin of the Greenland Ice Sheet and from 
deep ice cores (~ 2500m ice depth) from the continental 
interior, contrasting the habitat potential of these differ-
ent environments. It will also focus on i) the specific 
challenges that arise when analyzing low volume sam-
ples for life detection as would likely be the case for fu-
ture missions to icy environments elsewhere in the solar 
system and ii) discuss the opportunity that basal ice se-
quences provide as possible test sites for life detection 
tools that might form part of future planetary missions. 
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